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A third installment in the delightfully disgusting miscellany series that began with the
national bestseller, Why You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers and Other Useless or Gross
Information About Your Body. In the New York Times (extended list) bestseller Why
You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers and Other Useless or Gross Information About Your
Body, Francesca Gould uncovered everything you'd want to know-and a few things
you'd rather you didn't-about the human body. In Why Fish Fart and Other Useless or
Gross Information About the World, she scoured planet Earth for a rich assortment of
odd and/or unsavory facts. In Why Dogs Eat Poop and Other Useless or Gross
Information About the Animal Kingdom, Francesca Gould and David Haviland explore a
subject positively rife with gross miscellany: the animal kingdom. Indeed, animals do
the darnedest things and, in this vastly entertaining book, Gould and Haviland uncover
a universe of strange, hilarious, and quite often disgusting animal habits, ailments, and
practices, including: -Monkey-Faced Lamb disease; -farting snakes; -dino-chickens;
-and a creature you've never heard of that eats with its eyes. Why Dogs Eat Poop is
sure to delight any fan of the obscure and/ or grotesque.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [New Kid]. The first graphic novel in history to win the
Newbury Gold Award for Literature has won more than 25 book selection awards,
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including New York Times, USA Today, School Library, Washington Post New York
Public Library's annual selection of New York Times.
"The latest installment in the World of Weird Animals series, featuring seventeen of the
grossest animals on earth"-The Gross and Goofy Body series takes readers on a fresh and innovative journey
through the body, giving them a fascinating view into all the weird and interesting things
about human and animal bodies. Written in a fun, kid-friendly tone, and arranged in
lively, illustration-full spreads rather than chapters, the Gross and Goofy Body couples
gross and goofy facts about the body with serious science. Each book explores a new
area or function of the body, from bones to nerves to sneezing and passing gas. Each
spread is packed with visuals, including scientific photos as well as fun illustrations. a
note from the author tells readers how information was gathered, and a find out more
section includes websites and books.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Castle: A Memoir. Raised by an eccentric
artist mother and a brilliant but alcoholic father, Jeannette Walls, who writes for
MSNBC, and her 3 siblings lived a horrible and neglectful childhood. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Everyone signs prenups, but now there's an encyclopaedia of contracts for every bump
in the road and occasion for potential conflict in your relationship. With over 60
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hilarious, totally realistic contracts, I Love You, Sign Here is the essential book for
couples (young, old, married, living together, haven't really had 'the talk') to navigate
every possible scenario they could possibly face in their lives together, from money and
sex, to in-laws and home decor.
A collection of fifty experiments and activities for "awesomely gross" things to do or
make includes fake blood, roadkill roast, slime games, and so much more. Reprint.
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Simplified Chinese edition of Presto and Zesto in Limboland
From the acclaimed author of Maybe He Just Likes You and Halfway Normal comes a
“compassionate…touching” (Donna Gephart, award-winning author of The Paris
Project) and powerful story of learning how to grow, change, and survive. When twelveyear-old Zinnia Manning’s older brother Gabriel is diagnosed with a mental illness, the
family’s world is turned upside down. Mom and Dad want Zinny, her sixteen-year-old
sister, Scarlett, and her eight-year-old brother, Aiden, to keep Gabriel’s condition
“private”—and to Zinny that sounds the same as “secret.” Which means she can’t talk
about it with her two best friends, who don’t understand why Zinny keeps pushing them
away, turning everything into a joke. It also means she can’t talk about it during Lunch
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Club, a group run by the school guidance counselor. How did Zinny get stuck in this
weird club, anyway? She certainly doesn’t have anything in common with these
kids—and even if she did, she’d never betray her family’s secret. The only good thing
about school is science class, where cool teacher Ms. Molina has them doing
experiments on crayfish. And when Zinny has the chance to attend a dream marine
biology camp for the summer, she doesn’t know what to do. How can Zinny move
forward when Gabriel—and, really, her whole family—still needs her help?
A hilariously informative book of facts, farts, and fun! Dogs fart. Cats fart. Horses fart (a
lot). But what about snakes? Spiders? Octopuses? What about chimpanzees?
Cheetahs? Or dinosaurs? In this gaseous guide to kids' favorite animals (and some
they've probably never heard of), young readers will discover not only which animals
pass gas, but also which have the stinkiest farts, which fart the most, and where all this
smelly stuff comes from. They'll even learn which species has its own secret fart code!
Perfect for reluctant readers, and with full-color illustrations throughout, Does It Fart? is
the funniest book you never knew you needed. Based on the New York Times
bestseller Does It Fart?: The Definitive Field Guide to Animal Flatulence.
The best book of the year in American Cox Book Review. The annual selection of
books in Amazon online bookstore. The standards for perfect pets are all the same, but
there are all kinds of imperfect pets! In the glass cover in the dark basement, various
strange-looking creatures are enclosed. They are imperfect pets who make mistakes in
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the production process. Basi is a little monster with half a mouse and half an elephant.
His escape plan will lead these weird friends into the real world together and find a way
to survive.
Mitchell Symons' latest file'o'facts is as weird, wonderful and entertaining as ever!
Get ready to squirm and squeal over the craziest facts you've ever heard! Have you
ever wondered: How many pounds of insect parts the average person eats each year?
Which specialty coffee is made from poop? How someone turned farting into a job?
No? Then don’t open this book. The world around you is pretty wonderful, but also
extremely weird. For very odd facts about the human body, look for Why You Shouldn't
Eat Your Boogers: Gross but True Things You Don't Want to Know About Your Body.
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
The author of the best-selling Why You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers presents a new
compendium of stomach-churning trivia that includes such entries as the composition of
maggot cheese, the reason a toilet is called "the john," and the reason to avoid certain
coffees. Original.
Burp, Spit & Fart: The Science Behind the Gross Things Babies Do answers some of
the most pressing questions young readers have about their baby siblings—a
companion book to Pick, Spit & Scratch: The Science of Disgusting Habits and Sniff,
Lick & Scratch: The Science of Disgusting Animal Habits. Why does a baby’s poop
change color as it gets older? How do diapers keep all that pee in? Why do babies
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have to be burped after eating, and how does burping work, anyway? Do all babies
suck their thumbs? And why can they put their toes in their mouths? As with the gross
things that other humans and animals do, there’s a bit of science behind the strange
things that babies do. Each spread describes a specific habit or behavior, offering
multilayered reading opportunities in the form of weird, disgusting facts that ratchet up
the gross factor. Weird baby habits are transformed into relatable concepts for kids. In
many cases, the author even debunks commonly held myths described and, in the
process, shows that babies, though sometimes weird to older kids, are really just in the
process of developing into normal kids. When you need immediate answers to
questions about specific icky behaviors, use Burp, Spit & Fart's handy glossary and
index. Kids will get a thrill out of exclaiming "Eww!" as they read this book. Parents will
love that their children are reading and engaged in scientific inquiry.
Presents excerpts of works, biographical profiles of authors, bibliographies, and
annotations explaining obscure references in the texts
Some kids love getting dirty or at least don't mind it when they are. Good thing there
are plenty of jobs those who don't mind a little slob. From crime scene photographer to
the endocrinologist who studies poop at the zoo, readers will learn about various STEM
and STEAM dirty jobs and what it takes to get one.
The grossest, goofiest, gut-busting game book ever! Battle your friends and family in a
wacky game too silly for real life and get ready to laugh out loud! In this epic gross
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championship, read aloud hundreds of the funniest and most disgusting questions and
earn points deciding which hilariously nasty scenarios you would rather choose. It's the
perfect game book for endless hours of fun for kids age 8 to 12 and kids at heart! Are
YOU ready for The Ultimate Gross Challenge? Bringing lots of non-stop giggles, this
gross humor book for kids is perfect for: Gifts for boys and girls: A laugh-out-loud gift for
birthdays, holiday stocking stuffers, Easter baskets, and more Screen-free time: Nonstop entertainment for family game nights, parties, road trips, and sleepovers Reluctant
young readers: Funny content engages the imaginations of reluctant and beginner
readers, helping them gain confidence and build vocabulary and reading
comprehension Could you drink a glass of water from a dirty fish tank, or would you lick
the liquid leaking from a garbage can? Could you sleep on a pillow made of eyeballs, or
would you snuggle up in a blanket full of fish guts? Could you eat baby snakes as
pasta, or would you eat dish sponges as sandwich bread
Get ready for gross, amazing, totally true scientific facts about the human body! Itching
to know what bugs live in your eyelashes, why you get goose bumps, or how ants can
be used to heal a wound? Use this delightfully disgusting collection of kid-tastic facts to
gross out friends and relatives. In this abridged edition of the adult bestseller, readers
will laugh, cringe and squirm over tons of bizarre facts about the human body. The
science is in: You wouldn't want to pick your nose . . . but you won't be able to resist
picking this book! For more facts to disgust your friends and family, look for Why Fish
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Simplified Chinese edition of The Pout-Pout Fish Goes to School (A Pout-Pout Fish Adventure)
by Deborah Diesen and Dan Hanna. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
An explosive and hilarious look at facts, farts, and fun! Dogs fart. Cats fart. Horses fart (a lot).
But what about snakes? Spiders? Octopuses? What about chimpanzees? Cheetahs? Or
dinosaurs? In this gaseous guide to kids' favourite animals (and some they've probably never
heard of), young readers will discover not only which animals parp, but also which have the
stinkiest farts, which fart the most, and where all this smelly stuff comes from. They'll even
learn which species has its own secret fart code! Perfect for reluctant readers, and with fullcolour illustrations throughout, Does It Fart? is the funniest book you never knew you needed.
Based on the New York Times bestseller Does It Fart?: The Definitive Field Guide to Animal
Flatulence.
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Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
The next book in the strange and fascinating series that began with the national bestseller Why
You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers & Other Useless or Gross Information About Your Body. The
national bestseller Why You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers & Other Useless or Gross Information
About Your Body uncovered everything one might want to know (and a few things one might
not) about the human body. The follow-up bestseller Why Fish Fart & Other Useless or Gross
Information About the World contained an artful selection of odd and/or unsavory facts about
the world. Why Dogs Eat Poop scoured the animal kingdom for gross and or off-color facts
about animals. In this delightfully disgusting new book in the series, David Haviland plumbs the
world of medicine to uncover the answers to such vitally important questions as: *What exactly
is urine therapy? *Is it safe to fly with breast implants? *How did a nine-and-a-half-inch spatula
find its way into a surgery patient's body? *Why do some boxers drink their own pee? *What is
cyclic vomiting syndrome and how can one avoid it? Any fan of the absurd and/or obscure is
sure to delight in this strange (and slightly stomach-turning) book.

A collection of extreme, gross-out, cringe-worthy-and irresistible-trivia. How long
does the human head remain conscious after decapitation? What fish
communicates by farting? What birds use vomit and poop as weapons? What
worm lives in your intestine and may crawl out your nose? What is 'liquid cat?'
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What historical figure drank the ashes of her dead husband? What men can tie
their penises into knots? From trivia expert Don Voorhees, Disgusting Things: A
Miscellany is the ultimate book of outrageous, revolting, and repugnant trivia, a
collection of equally upsetting and intriguing facts that will leave the reader
grossed out and wanting more.
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???????People? ??????????????????? ????????Los Angeles Times?
Fascinating…Unbelievable…Gross! These are just a few of the responses readers
will hear when they impress their friends with facts from the quirky new book of
body trivia, Why You Shouldn't Eat Your Boogers & Other Useless or Gross
Information About Your Body, by Francesca Gould. This collection of little-known
facts about the human body answers the questions you have always wanted to
ask but never dared to, such as: • Can smoking make your teeth fall out? • Is it
safe to eat moldy food after the mold’s been cut off? • Do intelligent people have
bigger brains? • How do astronauts poo in space? The book also offers many
unbelievable-but-true historical factoids about the body. For example: • Have you
ever heard of Dr. Strangelove Syndrome? It’s a rare condition caused by
damage to certain parts in the brain, which results in a person’s hand acting
independently and taking on a life of its own. • Did you know that there is also a
rare condition called Foreign Accent Syndrome, which results in people suddenly
developing a foreign accent? • Have you ever wondered if a heart transplant
could change your personality? The short answer is, yes! • Did you know that
men used hair gel 2000 years ago during the Iron Age? Why You Shouldn't Eat
Your Boogers offers of cornucopia of body trivia that will have readers cringing
with delight! You can read it on the subway, in the bathroom, or even in a heavy
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downpour! For contrary to popular belief, according to this book, you cannot
catch cold by standing in the rain!
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen
Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A story about how a little boy goes through the stages of childhood and becomes
a man, and about the enduring nature of parent's love and how it crosses
generations.
Provides facts about animals that are bizarre and disgusting, including birds that
drink blood, spiders that look just like bird poop, and snakes that fart to scare
away predators.
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